
 

TEXTILE FRIENDS, First field visit to CIRCOT with vision  
“Make in India & build in India” 

 
 

 
 

 

TEXTILE FRIENDS Focus group, 7 
people visited to CIRCOT on 
7th October, 2015. Group interacted 
with scientist of CIRCOT. Main 
objective of group is to understand 
the CIRCOT scientist work. Many 
industry contributors do not know 
that CIRCOT have existence in 
India. It’s a very Strange but its 
truth. Indian cotton research’s only 
institute is CIRCOT, experience 
converted to commercially useful 
application.  

TEXTILE FRIENDS wants to build bridge between scientist and industry users, Our Indian Scientist should 
be properly positioned, recognized and placed in the international market. There are many gaps in 
industry in fibre value chain, research is always valuable, but industry may not be having confidence to 
apply it commercially, because of conventional approach. 
 

 
 

 

From textile friends group: Mr. Suresh Kotak, 
Chairman of Kotak Ccommodity; Mr. Shiv 
Kanodia, Ex Secretary of Bharat Merchant 
Chambers;  Mr. Manish Daga, CottonGURU; 
Mr. M.L. Jhunjunwala, President of RSWM,; 
Mr. J.B. Soma, Member of TAI (Publisher, JTA) 
; Ms. Jigna Shah, Editor & Publisher of TEXTILE 
VALUE CHAIN Magazine, Mr. Avinash 
Mayekar, Suvin Advisor were present during 
the meet.  
 

Mr. Suresh Kotak, who is also present Chairman 
of Indian Society of Cotton Improvement based 
at CIRCOT, stated that “there is a commercial 
gap between associations, industry and scientist.  

When compare with international scientist, our scientist are much better, our Scientist researches are not 
communicated to industry. Our ISCI Mission should be now to bridge the gap between Indian Society 
for Cotton Improvement, Farmers, Scientists and Industry. 
 
Brief about members of the meeting: 
 Dr. Patil, Acting Director at CIRCOT 
 Dr. A.J. Sheikh, Formal Director, Secretary of ISCR 
 Dr. SujataSaxena, Principal Scientist, in charge of chemical, bio chemical process of institute, TMC 

project on development suitable variety on absorbent cotton. 
 Dr. Shanmugam, quality textile technologist, active member of release committee of new quality 

supply cotton program. New variety of cotton tested every year. We give support to farmer to 
improve cotton quality and yield. 

 Mr. Vishnu Arude, research on ginning, working on mechanical harvesting. Developing Machinery 
Book written by scientist. 

 Dr. Ashok Walvi working on energy efficient, scouring treatment for absorbent cotton, low salt 
dyeing. 

 Dr. Vighneshwaran working on nano technology project. Handling, anti-bacterial purification which 
has application in all industry eg, cement, textile, papers, etc. pilot plant ready. Industries are open 
to see the pilot plant. 

 Dr. Viren working on surface modification of nanocellulose, commodity polymer, fruit riping, 
agrotech, composite hydrophobic. 



 

 Dr. Chattopadhyay, Sr. Scientist, 30 years of experience. Dr. Srinivasan, formal director of CIRCOT 
Meeting was started with theme song of ICAR and CIRCOT activity video. It was fruitful interactive 
session under the leadership of Mr. Suresh Kotak.  
 

Few highlights of the discussion below: 
Dr. Chatopadhyay stated that “Research has changed a lot today as compare to past. Now 
diversification of cotton, adding value, blending with other fibers (natural, artificial) is a necessity. This 
result into improving functional value of cotton, binary blending, and cotton is used with technical 
application, and also used as interface with rubber, nylon, polyester. Commercial use is nylon, rubber 
with multi fibers with cotton combination fabric used for surgical operation eg. For Medical Operation 
event use of curtain prevents mobile signals”. 
 
COTTON is the Textile industry coconut tree. By applied research, cotton application, and other natural 
fiber application and residue of the cotton linters, biobass all parts of cotton is useful. Best invention 
done with best human resources in house.  
 
All retired scientist are also active in cotton, and with other natural fibers research. CIRCOT believes in 
implementing apply first in-house and then communicate to the world about new discovery. Eg.  
 

CIRCOT director cabin is made out of cotton stalk which was amazing the use of cotton stock ginning as 
waste utilized Linter on cotton seed is 99.99 % useful but processed only 5% in India. As linter Export 
have a great demand internationally, Indian company earn by exporting. But it has potential value. 
Linter is same as Wood Pulp; Linter is converted to Viscose rayon which has huge demand in world, but 
India missing the scope of conversion form linter to viscose due to wrong mind-set. Biomass of cotton 
generate good amount of power which can be used in running ginning factory. 
 
First time in Asia NANO PULP Pilot Plant recently developed by CIRCOT it have multiple application in 
varied industries like Textiles, virus filtration, Paint, glass, Food, Medicine, Cement, Films, paper 
coating.    
 
Mr. Srinivasan, former director stated that about major research done by the institute “Value added 
products developed to create niche market in the world. Ginning quality improved from long years 
without much fiber loss. Last decade, we managed many ginning factories in maintaining & optimized 
use of machine. Bail tracking mechanism developed. Quality improvement has taken into priority by 
Quality management program. Spinning research, developed & evaluated & informed to the 
government, then communicated to the industry & farmers. It takes minimum 4-5 years of time. 
Backward & forward integration with farmer already established with Mechanical processing, Chemical 
finishing with lesser water and power developed by scientist. 
 
Technical Textile Segment, cotton has little application as of now but have a great potential.  In two 
areas of technical textiles, cotton can be majorly used. One is in medical industry, Cotton being a good 
absorbent used in wound dressing which has quick healing capacity. Second is Agriculture industry used 
in crop shielding, crop management, crop rinsing. Cotton nonwoven has attractive proposition, but not 
being explored. Plasma technology with waterless dyeing of cotton developed. 
  
Cotton polymerization (cotton have polyester finish/ feel/ look) which can be used in high active wear, 
sportswear, many more. Moisture management research on this technology is in process.  
 


